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Concept and features of FolkloreConcept and features of Folklore
Definitions related to FestivalsDefinitions related to Festivals



The characteristics of festivalThe characteristics of festival
It is open to the public.It is open to the public.
The aim is to celebrate or exhibit a certain theme. The aim is to celebrate or exhibit a certain theme. 
It is held once a year or once several years. It is held once a year or once several years. 
It has scheduled beginning and finishing dates.It has scheduled beginning and finishing dates.
It does not need hardware building or construction. It does not need hardware building or construction. 
The activity design may include some different The activity design may include some different 
activities.activities.
All of the activities must be carried out in the same All of the activities must be carried out in the same 
location. location. 



Mazu Patrols and PilgrimagesMazu Patrols and Pilgrimages
MazuMazu’’s birthday is on the 23s birthday is on the 23rdrd of the 3of the 3rdrd

Lunar Month. Lunar Month. 
Many temples in Taiwan would hold Many temples in Taiwan would hold 
pilgrimages on this day to celebrate Mazupilgrimages on this day to celebrate Mazu’’s s 
birthday. birthday. 
Among the vast Mazu pilgrimages, most Among the vast Mazu pilgrimages, most 
groups go to the designated place by cars.groups go to the designated place by cars.
However, a small number of groups pilgrim However, a small number of groups pilgrim 
by foot. The most wellby foot. The most well--known pilgrimages by known pilgrimages by 
foot are foot are ““Dajia Jenn Lann Temple Mazu Dajia Jenn Lann Temple Mazu 
Patrols and PilgrimagesPatrols and Pilgrimages”” and and ““Baishatun Baishatun 
Mazu Pilgrimage to Beigang.Mazu Pilgrimage to Beigang.””
Pilgrims who participate in these two Pilgrims who participate in these two 
activities have to walk around 300km to activities have to walk around 300km to 
400km, which is a big test on their endurance.400km, which is a big test on their endurance.

Temple Fair, Entertainment Group

Free Food and Drinks



Application of the Technology in Mazu PatrolsApplication of the Technology in Mazu Patrols
Global Positioning System Global Positioning System 
Geographic Information SystemGeographic Information System
General Packet Radio ServiceGeneral Packet Radio Service

Communication 
Technology Communication Technology Upload/Download Speed 

2G GSM(Global System for Communications) 9.6Kbps~14.4Kbps

2.5G GPRS(General Packet Radio Service) 9.6Kbps~115Kbps(Max.)

2.75G EDGE(Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution) 384Kbps

3G
UMTS(Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) 384Kbps/384Kbps

WCDMA(Wideband Code Division Multiple Access) 64Kbps/2Mbps(indoor)；384Kbps(outdoor)；144Kbps(in vehicle)

3.5G HSDPA(High-Speed Downlink Packet Access) 384Kbps/14.4Mbps(Max.)

3.75G HSUPA(High-Speed Uplink Packet Access) 5.76Mbps/14.4Mbps

HSPA=HSDPA+HSUPA 5.76Mbps/14.4Mbps

HSPA+(MIMO+64QAM) 11.5Mbps/21~84Mbps

3.9G LTE(Long Term Evolution) 75Mbps/150Mbps(2x2MIMO)

Wi-Fi(Wireless fidelity) 2Mbps(802.11)；11Mbps(801.11b)；54Mbps(、)

WiMax(Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access)
75Mbps(802.16-2004、fixed、frequency width 20MHz)；
14Mbps/63Mbps(802.16e-2005、mobile 、frequency width 10MHz)

GSM(Global System for Communications) 9.6Kbps~14.4Kbps

GPRS(General Packet Radio Service) 9.6Kbps~115Kbps(Max.)

4G EDGE(Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution) 384Kbps



System ConstructionSystem Construction



System Development TechnologySystem Development Technology
WebWeb--GIS Development TechnologyGIS Development Technology

The  website is constructed by WebThe  website is constructed by Web--GIS developed using GIS developed using 
interactive and asynchronous webpage development interactive and asynchronous webpage development 
technology (Asynchronous JavaScript and XMLtechnology (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML，，AJAX).AJAX).
Relative technology specifications are shown below:Relative technology specifications are shown below:

It uses XHTML and CSS as the foundation for representing the webIt uses XHTML and CSS as the foundation for representing the webpage. page. 
It uses DOM (Document Object Model) to execute dynamic display aIt uses DOM (Document Object Model) to execute dynamic display and nd 
interaction. interaction. 
It uses XML and XSLT for data exchange and edition. It uses XML and XSLT for data exchange and edition. 
It uses XMLHttp Request to obtain required data asynchronously.It uses XMLHttp Request to obtain required data asynchronously.
It uses relative JavaScript integration technology.It uses relative JavaScript integration technology.



System Development TechnologySystem Development Technology
Image Transmission TechnologyImage Transmission Technology

The DVR of the front end adopts the The DVR of the front end adopts the 
MPEGMPEG--4 digital image compressing 4 digital image compressing 
technology with a removable 250GB technology with a removable 250GB 
hard disk.hard disk.
The resolution of the image is The resolution of the image is 
640*480.640*480.
The framerate of the video is 30FPS The framerate of the video is 30FPS 
(PAL/NTSC) per second whereas the (PAL/NTSC) per second whereas the 
format of the images taken every 2 format of the images taken every 2 
minutes is JPEG.minutes is JPEG.
Videos can be browsed or played Videos can be browsed or played 
directly using QuickTime on a directly using QuickTime on a 
notebook or a normal PC. As for notebook or a normal PC. As for 
images taken every 2 minutes, GPRS images taken every 2 minutes, GPRS 
wireless transmission can be used to wireless transmission can be used to 
browse the mobile, immediate browse the mobile, immediate 
pilgrimage images.pilgrimage images.



GPS Tracking Service WebsiteGPS Tracking Service Website
““Wooden divinatory blocksWooden divinatory blocks”” are used to ask Mazu for the are used to ask Mazu for the 
next route and direction.next route and direction.
It all depends on the mysterious power that leads the sedan It all depends on the mysterious power that leads the sedan 
chair carriers.  chair carriers.  
Believers can go online and know the immediate position Believers can go online and know the immediate position 
of the sedan chair through the website.of the sedan chair through the website.



Mazu Patrols and Pilgrimages Information Service SystemMazu Patrols and Pilgrimages Information Service System

DVR equipments. The image shows the waterproof camera 
installed on the top of the sedan chair. 

The DVR and the batteries installed at the back of the 
sedan chair.

Immediate Live Images and Videos



Bicycle Pilgrimage ServiceBicycle Pilgrimage Service-- MM--SkyeyesSkyeyes

Bicycle activity has popularized during the last few Bicycle activity has popularized during the last few 
years.years.
Believers and bikers have to have Windows Mobile Believers and bikers have to have Windows Mobile 
mobile phones with GPS.mobile phones with GPS.
They can then upload the positioning.They can then upload the positioning.



Bicycle Pilgrimage ServiceBicycle Pilgrimage Service-- MM--SkyeyesSkyeyes

People can obtain the exact positions and the images ofPeople can obtain the exact positions and the images of
the bikers and the Mazu sedan chair from the website othe bikers and the Mazu sedan chair from the website o
the PDA via the Internet.the PDA via the Internet.



Mazu Patrols and Pilgrimages RouteMazu Patrols and Pilgrimages Route”” Dajia MazuDajia Mazu””

ItIt’’s famous around the world and is honored to be one of the s famous around the world and is honored to be one of the 
three biggest pilgrimages. three biggest pilgrimages. 
Temple has a history of more than 100 years.Temple has a history of more than 100 years.
There are more than 1 million people who participate every There are more than 1 million people who participate every 
year.year.



Mazu Patrols and Pilgrimages RouteMazu Patrols and Pilgrimages Route”” Baishatun MazuBaishatun Mazu””

The distance the pilgrimage team walks is the longest in The distance the pilgrimage team walks is the longest in 
Taiwan.Taiwan.
The pilgrimage route and the resting and sleeping sites are The pilgrimage route and the resting and sleeping sites are 
decided by Mazudecided by Mazu’’s wishes through the shaking of the sedan s wishes through the shaking of the sedan 
chair during the journey.chair during the journey.

Mazu Instructed Believers to Walk through Chou-shui River



Website Browsing Behavior AnalysisWebsite Browsing Behavior Analysis
Visitor Information StandardizationVisitor Information Standardization

““StandardizationStandardization”” provides the comparison between provides the comparison between 
websites of the same scale.websites of the same scale.



Where the visits came from?Where the visits came from?
People from more than 168 cities and 32 People from more than 168 cities and 32 
countries/regions had visited the website.countries/regions had visited the website.



Flow Origin, Search Engine and Content BrowsedFlow Origin, Search Engine and Content Browsed



ConclusionConclusion
Combine modern technologies such as GPS, WebCombine modern technologies such as GPS, Web--GIS, GIS, 
Image Transmission Technology and Mobile Device Image Transmission Technology and Mobile Device 
Positioning with Mazu Belief.Positioning with Mazu Belief.
GPS and GSM allow people to search the pilgrimage GPS and GSM allow people to search the pilgrimage 
teamteam’’s immediate position online.s immediate position online.
Live images allow people to feel the exciting Live images allow people to feel the exciting 

atmosphere.atmosphere.



Further improvementsFurther improvements

The space that can be used on the sedan chair is The space that can be used on the sedan chair is 
narrow therefore all the devices (machine, camera, narrow therefore all the devices (machine, camera, 
video recorder) must be tiny and light.video recorder) must be tiny and light.
Cornering the devices must be waterproof, antiCornering the devices must be waterproof, anti--
shaking, antishaking, anti--dropping, antidropping, anti--touching and easy to touching and easy to 
change, the devices are placed in a specially made change, the devices are placed in a specially made 
stainless steel box.stainless steel box.



When the battery or the device must be changed, When the battery or the device must be changed, 
security staff and sedan chair carrier would help security staff and sedan chair carrier would help 
the maintenance staff to go to the back of the sedan the maintenance staff to go to the back of the sedan 
chair and carry out the work while the sedan chair chair and carry out the work while the sedan chair 
is moving. The process can be done within 20 is moving. The process can be done within 20 
seconds.seconds.
Using GPS and GPRS on mobile phones at the Using GPS and GPRS on mobile phones at the 
same time would exhaust the battery quickly. same time would exhaust the battery quickly. 



FutureFuture
LocationLocation--Based Service (LBS) can be included in Based Service (LBS) can be included in 
the system and the mobility of mobile the system and the mobility of mobile 
communication device and service innovation can communication device and service innovation can 
be combined to provide more diversified and be combined to provide more diversified and 
convenient service.convenient service.
Applying technology in religious activity can be a Applying technology in religious activity can be a 

new application trend in the future. new application trend in the future. 


